Technology STEM with Ms Princi
Term 1 2017

R-2:
• Robotics – Beebots
• Coding in Code Studio
• Jack and the parachute
• Straw Rockets
• Germs
• Moon Rover Challenge
• Computer names and basics
  (turn on, log off, drag and drop, double click, and names of parts)

Year 3-4:
• Robotics – Beebots and Edison
• Coding in Code Studio
• Computer programming – Edison
• Jack and the parachute
• Tower STEM Challenge
• Creating Scratch animated name
• Moon rover challenge

Year 5-7:
• Robotics – Edison
• Coding in Code Studio
• Computer programming – Edison
• Design a new piece of play equipment
• Researching earthquakes (Yr6/7)
• Robot challenge (Yr 5/6)
• STEM Lever Launcher (rockets)